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Abstract- The most important component of a state-
of-the-art speech recognition system is the decoder, or
search engine. Given this importance, it is no surprise
that many algorithms have been devised which attempt
to increase the efficiency of the search process while
maintaining the quality of the recognition hypotheses.
In this paper, we present a Viterbi decoder which uses a
two-pass fast-match search to efficiently prune away
unlikely parts of the search space. This system is
compared to a state-of-the-art Viterbi decoder with
beam pruning in evaluations on the OGI Alphadigits
Corpus. Experimentation reveals that the Viterbi
decoder after a first pass fast-match produces a more
efficient search when compared to Viterbi with beam
pruning. However, there is significant overhead
associated with the first pass of the fast-match search.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years we have seen great advances [1]
speech recognition technology. Typically these systems
restricted to a particular domain such as automatic dictat
or command and control applications. With thes
restrictions, developers are able to create highly efficie
systems which run in real-time with very low error rates
However, the primary goal of speech research is to produ
systems that allow users to interact naturally witho
restr ict ions to ei ther content or style of speech
Unfor tunate ly, the resources requ i red for suc
conversational speech recognition systems are far bey
the hardware currently available in the consume
marketplace.

The majority of this resource consumption is owed t
the search process inherent in finding the string of wor
spoken. The decoder searches through every possible w
path to find the most likely string of words according t
stat ist ical models of speech. The Viterbi searc
algorithm [2] is used at the core of most state-of-the-a
decoders, but the search space for this algorithm
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impractical even for speech recognition tasks of modera
complexity. Thus, there is a need for algorithms that ca
intelligently limit the search space while not affecting th
word error rate (WER).

In this work we present a Viterbi decoder incorporating
two-pass fast-match decoding strategy. The first pass, ca
the fast-match search, quickly finds an approximate soluti
by applying a simple heuristic at each time step of the sear
The second pass uses the knowledge gained from the f
pass to perform a more detailed search. The art to this type
algorithm is determining the heuristic which can find a hig
quality partial solution using very limited resources.

THE VITERBI ALGORITHM AND
BEAM PRUNING

Most state-of-the-art speech recognition systems use
Viterbi search algorithm. This algorithm is a dynami
programming algorithm [3, 4] which builds a breadth-firs
search th rough a ne twork o f H idden Marko
Models (HMMs) and maintains the most likely path score
each state in this network for each frame or time step. Th
search process is time-synchronous: it processes all state
the current frame completely before moving on to the ne
frame (this is in contrast to stack-based searches like A*).
each frame, the path scores for all current paths are compu
based on a comparison with the governing acoustic a
language models. When all the speech data has be
processed, the path with the highest score is the b
hypothesis. In the worst case (each state can transition
every state at every frame), the complexity of the sear
quickly grows out of bounds even for moderate-sized task

In most state-of-the-art decoders, pruning techniques
used to reduce the Viterbi search space and to improve
search speed. Most of these involve setting a threshold
each frame in the search where only paths whose scor
higher than that threshold are extended to the next frame.
others are pruned away. Pruning is very effective since t
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normal search produces many paths which are quick
eliminated from contention and can be pruned with n
penalty. However, the thresholds must be set prudently
search errors can occur due to overpruning.

The most commonly used pruning technique is bea
pruning which advances only those paths whose score f
within a specified range. Consider the path which is in sta

at frame and whose score is given by . At eac

frame the state with the highest path score, ,

found. In beam pruning the pruning threshold is set to be

, (1)

where is the beam width which is chosen to b
appropriate for the application in question. All states who
path score falls inside this threshold are considered act
and extended further; any others are pruned away.

While beam pruning is generally effective at reducing th
search space, it is also highly data dependent. T
appropriate value for the beam varies from utterance
utterance. Yet most recognition systems allow one only
set a beam width for all utterances. Thus, we would like
examine methods for pruning which alleviate this da
dependence.

FAST-MATCH SEARCH

In the field of continuous speech recognition, fast-mat
search is typically seen as the process that quickly provid
a short list of most likely candidate words from th
vocabulary of several thousand possibilities. Subsequentl
detailed model for only the words in the short list is used
match those words to the acoustic signal. The fast-ma
process reduces the number of hypotheses to a manage
level for decoding with detailed acoustic models [5, 6].

In this work we explored a word level fast-match
technique which uses a two-pass Viterbi decoding strate
The first pass is the fast-match search, and the second pa
a detailed search. The difference between the two is in
way that paths are pruned. In the first pass, the fast-ma
search extends only theM word-level paths with highest
scores to that point in the search. All other path objects a
regarded as inactive and do not propagate further. The ba
idea behind the fast-match search is shown in Figure 1.

In this figure, the dotted line indicates that only th
words ending in the same frame can be compared and
only a fixed number of words are active at any one time.
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the end of the fast-match search, a best hypothesis is fou
It should be noted that this best hypothesis is only assum
to be a rough estimate of the score of the true be
hypothesis. It is expected that the true best hypothesis w
have a better score than this estimate.

In the second pass, the path score of the fast-ma
hypothesis is used as the pruning threshold. At each fra
the fast-match score at that frame is used as a rough estim
of what the score should be. Any hypothesis falling belo
that level is pruned. The aim of this is to only keep thos
paths that have a reasonable chance of being the overall
hypothesis. The overall best hypothesis may have a sc
which is worse than the fast-match threshold for some fram
in the search but would get better if allowed to continu
Since the fast-match search prunes based on informatio
only the current frame, this best path will be pruned awa
resulting in a search error.

SOFTWARE

The software developed during this work was built o
top of the public-domain decoder available from th
Institute for Signal and Information Processing [7, 8]. Th
core search algorithm used in the ISIP decoder is based o
hierarchical variation of the standard Viterbi-style time
synchronous search paradigm. At each frame of t
utterance being decoded, the system maintains comp
at
t

Figure 1. Fast-match search,M=2
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history for each active path at each level in the sear
hierarchy via special scoring data structures (markers). E
path marker keeps its bearings in the search space hiera
by indexing the current history (or word graph) node, lexic
tree node and the triphone model. It also maintains the p
score and a backpointer to its predecessor.

At each instantiation of a model, a state-level pa
marker is projected from the previous model-level mark
and added to a state-level list of path markers. For ea
frame, the active states are evaluated only once. The st
level markers are compared and the best marker for e
different instance of the state is projected to the next sta
as governed by the state transition probabilities (Viter
decoding). The score for each state is stored locally a
added to the projected path marker score. A marker exit
the model is added to the model-level marker list and us
to project the next context-dependent markers. Similar
model-level path markers at word ends are promoted to
word level and used to project paths into the subsequ
words.

The decoder is equipped with a number of advanc
pruning features. It allows the user to set a separate beam
each level in the search hierarchy. The beam width at ea
level is determined empirically, and the beam threshold
computed with respect to the best scoring path marker
that level. Since the identity of a word is known with a muc
higher likelihood at the end of the word compared to i
beginning; and to curb the fan-out caused by the langua
e
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model list of possible next words, typically the word-leve
beam is set much tighter compared to the other two.

By setting an upper limit on the number of activ
triphone instances per frame, we can effectively regulate
memory usage (and hence computation time) of the decod
If the number of active hypotheses exceeds this limit th
only the best hypotheses are allowed to continue while t
rest are pruned off.

EXPERIMENTS

To get a measure of the effectiveness of fast-mat
pruning in comparison to beam pruning, a series
experiments were run using the OGI Alphadigi t
Corpus [9]. The Alphadigits Corpus is a telephone databa
collected over digital phone lines. The approximately 300
subjects of the Alphadigits Corpus were voluntee
responding to a posting on the USEnet. The subjects w
given a list of either 19 or 29 alphanumeric strings to spea
The strings in the lists were each six words long, with 110
total unique strings giving a balanced coverage
vocabulary and contexts (e.g. “R Z 8 3 6 B”). We chose 2
utterances from the official test set with lengths rangin
from 1.3 seconds to 6.1 seconds to get a measure of
dependence of each method on the data.

The first experiment explored the way in which the fas
match search results were dependent on the length of
-
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Viterbi with fast-match pruning
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Figure 2. Plot of fast-match search versus the utteranc
duration for varyingM values
Figure 3. Comparison of Viterbi beam pruning and fast
match pruning (M = 5)
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utterance and on the number of words extended at ea
frame (M). As seen in Figure 2 the search time increas
linearly as the utterance length increases. Also, the sea
time is directly related to the number of word path
extended at each frame. An interesting point to note is th
the WER did not decrease as theM parameter was varied.
Given that, the best choice for the fast-match paramete
the one which requires the least resources. For t
remainder of the experiments we set the number of wo
paths to extend to five.

Next we did a comparison of the effects of the thre
pruning methods: no pruning, beam pruning and fast-ma
pruning. Compared to Viterbi with no pruning it is no
surprising that both beam pruning and fast-match pruni
techniques greatly improved the efficiency of the decodin
process in terms of both speed and memory. Figure
demonstrates that Viterbi with fast-match pruning is als
much more efficient than Viterbi with beam pruning for a
utterances examined. There was a slight degradation in e
performance but most of that is attributable to a singl
extremely noisy utterance which suffered from poo
acoustic match with the models. However, this is witho
taking into account the overhead incurred during the fir
pass. In this case, the overhead makes the overall two-p
process less efficient than choosing a beam empirically.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented an efficient searc
algorithm that leverages the knowledge gained in a simp
first pass search to do an efficient detailed search in t
second pass. The experiments have shown that using
fast-match pruning technique in the second pass can gre
reduce the search complexity over conventional pruni
techniques. However, the cost of the first pass in o
implementation causes the overall search process to be
efficient than using only beam pruning.

There are many techniques that could be used in the fi
pass search that may increase the overall efficiency of
two-pass search. One example is to use a simple model s
as monophone acoustic models for the first pass of t
search. The second pass would then use the more com
context-dependent triphone models for decoding. We a
know that, by the end of the search process, the path sco
for the best candidates are typically close together. Thus
seems likely that a time-variant beam (wide at the beginni
of the utterance and narrow at the end) would produce be
results than a static beam width.
ch
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